
 

 

Global supplier to Defence forces for 

over 60 years with number of       

exclusive Original Equipment       

Manufacturers with capability to   

establish sovereign manufacturing 

capabilities.  

 

Knowledge bank of our business  

partners’ to deploy capabilities for 

global operations 

 

Knowledge bank of international   

business environments and global 

supply chain which enables us to               

implement defence projects across the 

world.  

 

Integrator of complex capabilities to 

divers clients. 



Our capabilities have been designed to bring lethality 

to soldiers in different environments and weather 

conditions. Our products are battle & operation tested  

across the world: Africa, Asia, Latin America, and 

Europe. Used in different environments, from the 

heat in the deserts to the wetlands of rain forests, in 

freezing conditions of: the European Alps, Caucasus 

maintains and the Asian mountain passages.  

 

We have a pool of specialized experts and engineering   

resources to support your needs: 

 

 Establish sovereign Defence industrial capability. 

 Provide in country technical support and sustainment. 

 Provide training. 

 

We provide end-to-end Capability Management solutions 

to enable our clients from Defence industry and civilian 

law enforcement agencies to focus on their priorities. 

We can offer wide range of: 

 Pistols;  

 Sniper Rifles;  

 Assault Rifles;  

 Grande Launchers and 

 Machineguns.  

We also provide ammunition, ancillaries and 

optics for our products to increase soldiers’ 

striking and lethality capabilities.  

Our dedicated staff will 

assist our clients in:     

defining their needs, scope 

the capability, deliver and 

sustain the capability. We 

provide end-to-end solu-

tion from manufacturing to 

delivery & sustainment in 

line with NATO standards 

where required. 

We have implemented number of 

technology transfer projects to     

establish sovereign manufacturing 

capabilities for our clients globally. 

We have pool of experienced re-

sources to deliver end-to-end      

solution for our clients, train local 

staff and enable long term Defence 

manufacturing for our clients. 

We have experience in delivering 

rapid solutions for our clients in the 

need of sudden demand for       

deploying equipment in the area of 

operations. 

Our experts and engineering          

resources can develop unique       

capability for our clients in line with 

their specific needs and requirements. 

We can work with existing suppliers or 

independently and provide best-of-

breed solutions for our clients.   


